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Once there was a wicked witch. And then one day she decided to get married, and not to someone, but to a handsome prince.
The only problem - all the princes were en 5d3b920ae0
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Great casual object finding game game with good graphics.. A fun game to waste 3 hours on .Seemed aimed at children , but
either way, enjoyable. Cutesy and not overly long, an easy side game to play windowed while watching something on the other
monitor.. Short and cute casual adventure. Doesn't really have any hidden object scenes, it's more about solving puzzles. The
story never really goes anywhere, but I guess it's not really an issue per se. The visuals are very pleasing and there's no upscaling
or pixelation to speak of. The animations are also pretty well done. Overall, it seems to have higher production values than the
average HOG. A couple hidden object scenes would have helped break the routine, actually, but it's still very much worth
playing. Strangely, the game made my fans spin very quickly, and was running at some 6000fps! Fortunately I just had to enable
Vsync from the graphics card control panel to solve the problem for good.. Cute game, puzzles are relaxing but not challenging.
Be aware the cutscenes are broken on the Mac version - this affects the "story", since you don't get to see the plot result of the
puzzle work, but doesn't affect gameplay. Game is short, but a good pickup on sale for 2 hours entertainment.. love but easy.
Cute game, puzzles are relaxing but not challenging. Be aware the cutscenes are broken on the Mac version - this affects the
"story", since you don't get to see the plot result of the puzzle work, but doesn't affect gameplay. Game is short, but a good
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pickup on sale for 2 hours entertainment.. Under-rated gem of a game. Beautiful art style, great animations, the sound effects
and music are well done and add to the immersion. The story line is basic but easy to follow, and while the game has Hidden
Object elements, it's not a HOG, it's a puzzle adventure game. There were only 3 HO puzzles and they were so simple, I'm hard
pressed to call them HO scenes. I really enjoyed the experience, congratulations to the developers for creating something unique
and fun. It's not perfect, however. The puzzle difficulty, for the most part, is easy. There are some challenging ones, but the
hardest puzzle in the game, at least for me, was the first. It had me tearing my hair out for about 20mins before getting it. Don't
let the first puzzle set your expectations, they do get easier. My second problem with the game is that some scenes are larger
than they first appear. There's a green arrow to the left, right, and top of the scene, occasionally, to let you know there's more,
but they were easy to miss. I was stuck for 5 mins in one area because I didn't know the scene expanded. The third problem I
had was figuring out who the target audience for the game was. It could be aimed at kids, the graphics, story, and sense of
humor would appeal to them, as would the difficulty level of most of the puzzles, but at the same time, some of the puzzles were
incredibly hard, far beyond the capabilities of the younger age group. If it's aimed at teens or adults, the puzzles make more
sense, but the story line is childish and might put more mature gamers off. The title certainly suggests it's a kids game. So
overall, I have no idea who it is aimed at, but if parents were playing it with their kids, it would work. Overall. Enjoyed the
game, and the humor, it's extremely polished and well put together. The Bonus adventure at the end is basically a chapter that
could have been included in the main game and is about 25% of the total content. Well worth completing. Even as an adult, if
you enjoy puzzle games, adventure games, or HOGs, you'll probably be surprised by this.
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